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Dongarra and Sullivan (2000) Guest Editors’ Introduction: The
Top 10 Algorithms, Computing in Science and Engineering, 2,
22-23.

The top 10 algorithms with the greatest influence on the
development and practice of science and engineering in the 20th
century (in chronological order):

1. Metropolis Algorithm for Monte Carlo

2. Simplex Method for Linear Programming

3. Krylov Subspace Iteration Methods

4. The Decompositional Approach to Matrix Computations

5. The Fortran Optimizing Compiler

6. QR Algorithm for Computing Eigenvalues

7. Quicksort Algorithm for Sorting

8. Fast Fourier Transform

9. Integer Relation Detection

10. Fast Multipole Method
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Inference

I’ve got some data y and a model with some parameters θ,  what value 
of θ best explains my observations y ?

Frequentist 
There is some truth out there in the universe, θ, which we have only 

approximate access to, but with infinite sample size and infinite 
repetition, we could recover θ exactly.

Bayesian
I don’t care whether or not there is some ultimate truth. I only have 

finite data, so how much can I know with my current sample size. That 
is, what is the full set of possible θ that might explain y and what is the 

probability of each?



Inference
Simple example: curve fitting  y(t) = exp(-t/θ) 

Pretend each observed point is drawn iid from a normal distribution with 
mean y(t) and some variance



Inference
Simple example: curve fitting  y(t) = exp(-t/θ) 

We’re trying to find θ that explains the observations. Some seem to “fit” 
better than others. 



Inference
Maximum likelihood: θ = 3 

Generally, MLE provides a point estimate in parameter space with little 
indication of how sensitive the data is to variation across parameters



Bayes

Instead of a point estimate, I’d rather know the entire
distribution p(!|y). Using Bayes’ rule :

p(!|y) ! p(y|!)p(!)

3
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Bayes - Summary

I have observations y and a model with parameters θ, what the is 
posterior distribution over θ given y? 

The following MCMC methods are often used to sample from posterior 
distributions from inference problems, but can be used to sample from 

any distributions of interest. 



Monte Carlo Integration

Replace exact integral with approximate sum

Instead of a point estimate, I’d rather know the entire
distribution p(!|y). Using Bayes’ rule :

!
f(x)p(x)dx !

N"

i=1
f(xi)

3

if xi are drawn iid from p(x)

So how to draw iid samples from 
arbitrary p(x)?



Metropolis-Hastings



Metropolis-Hastings

Construct a Markov chain {!0, !1, !2, ....} in the following
way:

0. Start with initial !0 arbitrarily

1. Generate a proposal move !̃ ! q(!̃|!)

2. Accept !̃ with probability " = min
!
1, p(!̃)p(!)

q(!|!̃)
q(!̃|!)

"
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Metropolis Random Walk

Construct a Markov chain {!0, !1, !2, ....} in the following
way:

0. Start with initial !0 arbitrarily

1. Generate a proposal move !̃ ! N(!,")

2. Accept !̃ with probability # = min
!
1, p(!̃)p(!)

"

4



Metropolis Random Walk
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Metropolis Random Walk
Marginal Posterior Distributions



Metropolis Random Walk



Metropolis Random Walk
Convergence / Mixing



Metropolis Random Walk
Convergence / Mixing



Gibbs Sampler



conditionalization
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Gibbs Sampler
Conditional Distributions

(Imagery stolen from Jonathan Pillow)



Gibbs Sampler
Conditional Distributions
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Gibbs Sampler
Conditional Distributions

(Imagery stolen from Jonathan Pillow)

conditionalization
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p(y|x = 1) =
p(y, x = 1)

p(x = 1)
p(y|x = 1) ! p(y, x = 1)

5

p(y|x = 1) =
p(y, x = 1)

p(x = 1)
p(y|x = 1) ! p(y, x = 1)

5

More generally

p(x, y) ! p(x|y) or p(y|x)

5

A joint probability will be linearly proportional to any of 
its conditional probabilities



Gibbs Sampler
Conditional Distributions

(Imagery stolen from Jonathan Pillow)

conditionalization
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p(x, y) ! p(x|y) or p(y|x)

5

We can generate samples from joint probability just by 
generating sets of samples from all conditional 

probabilities.



Gibbs Sampler
Conditional Distributions

p(!,"|Data) ! p(Data|!,")p(!)p(")
! N(Data;µ,")N(!; a, b)B("; c, d)

p(!|Data," = "o) ! N(Data;µ," = "o)N(!; a, b)B(" = "o; c, d)

p("|Data, ! = !o) ! N(Data;µ,")N(! = !o; a, b)B("; c, d)

1



Gibbs Sampler
Inverse CDF method

p(!|Data, " = "o) ! N(Data;µ,!)N(" = "o; a, b)B(!; c, d)

1



Gibbs Sampler
Inverse CDF method

p(!|Data, " = "o) ! N(Data;µ,!)N(" = "o; a, b)B(!; c, d)

1



Gibbs Sampler
Inverse CDF method

σ

p(σ)
 ∫p(σ) dσ 

σ
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Special Topics
Model Selection

ASSIGNMENT 3

KEEGAN HINES & KENNETH LATIMER

1. For the cement heat generation data, we employ SVSS to determine which subsets of regressors
can accurately model the observations. Following the method of George & McCulloch, we embed
a latent indicator ! to indicate which regressors are silent and which are not. We use this Gibbs
sampling scheme:

"t ! p("t|Y,#t!1, !t!1)

= Nk((X
"X)!1X"Y(

X"X

#2
), (

X"X

#2
))

1

#t
! p(#t|Y,"t, !t!1)

= Ga(
1

2
n+ $,

1

2
(Y "X")2 + $%)

!t ! p(!t|"t,#t)

1a. First, we assume that the correlation matrix of " conditioned on ! is independent, R = I.

Also, the parameters of the spike and slab priors for " were (
!2
!j

"i
, ci) = (10,100). For the four

potential regressors considered here, there are 24 potential models that we sample over. Below is
the posterior distribution over models that were sampled.
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Clearly, two models have a much greater posterior probability than the rest. The table below
specifies which regressors are present in each model. Model 5 is regressed only on TS and model
11 is regressed on TA and TS.

Model 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
TA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TS 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
TAF 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
DS 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

1

p(M|Data,θ)

Reversible Jump/Transdimensional MCMC and 
Stochastic Search Variable Selection



Special Topics
Particle Filter
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Special Topics
Particle Filter
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Special Topics
Parameter Identifiability

A B

C D

Figure 3. Parameter estimation for a simple two-site binding model. (A) Log
Error surface for Total Binding data. (B) MCMC samples from the joint posterior
distribution of KI vs. KII for Total Binding data. (C) Log Error surface for Site
Specific data. (D) MCMC samples from the joint posterior distribution for Site
Specific data.

point estimate is su!cient since the regression surface will be multivariate normal [1, 2]. However,
in non-identifiable problems, this surface is no longer multivariate normal. Thus the structure of the
posterior distribution is of interest and the MCMC approach developed here is a powerful tool for
evalutating high-dimensional parameter surfaces in order to diagnose identifiability and understand
parameter correlations.

Application. We now return to the simple model in Figure 2A and aim to estimate the parameters
of interest (KI, KII, f) from simulated data. We begin with a total binding isotherm, a very common
experimental manipulation. As discussed earlier, there is a problem of uniquely determining the
parameters of interest when constrained by total binding type data due to a rank-deficient design
matrix. In order to visualize this problem, we calculated an error-surface for the pair-wise parameter
interactions between KI and KII. That is, for a particular point in KI-KII space, we calculate the
minimum squared error by allowing f to vary to a best-fit. The color map in Figure 3A plots the
log-error of a grid of values of KI and KII. When viewed in this way, it becomes obvious why
these parameters are not unique: the KI-KII error surface is clearly not multivariate normal, and
is completely unbounded, thus there is no unique answer for a given data set.

This strategy of examining a low-dimensional error surface for pair-wise parameter interactions
has been employed by [10, 14] to explore parameter identifiability in biochemical kinetics. This
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Conclusion


